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Summary
Creator: Sullivan, Jeremiah, 1932-1993
Title: Jeremiah Sullivan papers, 1948-1992
Size: 10.12 linear feet (25 boxes)
Source: Donated by Joe Regan, 1994
Abstract: Jeremiah Sullivan (1935-1993) was an American actor, director, and astrologer. The Jeremiah
Sullivan papers document his professional and personal life with scripts, correspondence, photographs,
production materials, personal files, and diaries.
Access: Collection is open to the public. Library policy on photography and photocopying will apply.
Advance notice maybe required. Audio/visual materials may be subject to preservation evaluation and
migration prior to access.
The diaries in this collection are closed until 2020.
Copyright information: For permission to publish, contact the Curator, Billy Rose Theatre Division.
Preferred citation: Jeremiah Sullivan papers, Billy Rose Theatre Division, The New York Public Library.

Creator history
Jeremiah Sullivan was born Daniel Jeremiah Sullivan in New York City on September 22, 1935. He
attended The Portsmouth Priory, a catholic boarding school in Rhode Island, where he was a contributor
and editor of the school magazine, the Portsmouth Raven. He graduated from Harvard University in
1957.
In 1957, Sullivan made his Broadway debut in Compulsion, acting under the name D.J. Sullivan. He also
appeared in The Astrakhan Coat (1967), in the musical The Grand Tour (1979), and in Amadeus (1980),
understudying Ian McKellen in the role of Salieri.

Sullivan’s off-Broadway appearances included A Scent of Flowers (1969), at the Martinique Theatre, fori
which he won the Clarence Derwent Award; The House of Blue Leaves (1971), at the Truck and
Warehouse Theater; Larry Kramer’s Four Friends (1975), at the Lucille Lortel Theatre; The Master and
Margarita (1978), at the Public Theatre; and The Philanthropist (1983), at Stage 73. He frequently
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Sullivan’s off-Broadway appearances included A Scent of Flowers (1969), at the Martinique Theatre, for
which he won the Clarence Derwent Award; The House of Blue Leaves (1971), at the Truck and
Warehouse Theater; Larry Kramer’s Four Friends (1975), at the Lucille Lortel Theatre; The Master and
Margarita (1978), at the Public Theatre; and The Philanthropist (1983), at Stage 73. He frequently
performed at regional theatres such as Arena Stage, Virginia Museum Theater, the Great Lakes Theater
Festival, the Buffalo Studio Arena Theater and the Alliance Theater in Atlanta.
Sullivan appeared in the films Double Stop (1968), Somebody Killed Her Husband (1978), and The
Soldier (1982). On television he played Alexander Hamilton in The Adams Chronicles (1976) and also
appeared in such television series as Knots Landing, Guiding Light, All My Children, Another World, and
General Hospital.
In addition to his acting career, Sullivan was also a professional astrologer.
Jeremiah Sullivan died of AIDS in Manhattan, on December 12, 1993.

Scope and content note
The Jeremiah Sullivan papers document his professional and personal life with scripts, correspondence,
photographs, production materials, personal files, and diaries. Scripts consist mostly of scripts from
plays, films, and television shows Sullivan appeared in. Scripts may also include other production-related
items such as programs, photographs, clippings, and notes. Scripts are arranged alphabetically by title.
Personal correspondence consists largely of letters written to Sullivan between 1958 and 1992, and a
smaller number of letters written by him. These letters provide a rich insight into the attitudes and
opinions of Sullivan and his friends and family. They cover such topics as celebrity biographies, movies,
literature, gossip, the AIDS crisis, politics, the economy, rehearsals and performances of Sullivan’s and
of his correspondents, relationships, astrology, and restaurants. Sullivan’s most frequent
correspondents are theatrical photographer Joseph Abeles, actor Richard Easton, actress Katharine
Houghton, writer G. Matthew Jones, and other friends such as Parker Beretta, John Colenback, Joseph
Fouqua, Paul Giovanni, Sheila LaFarge, John Vollertsen, and Tom Yourczak. Also present is Sullivan’s
correspondence with family members including his brother, Ron Haas; his stepfather, Charles J. Haas;
his mother, Mrs. C.J. Haas; and his father, Victor Sullivan. Personal correspondence files may also
include photographs, articles, and poetry. There is also professional correspondence with various
agents, producers, and directors regarding Sullivan’s career and talents, and correspondence with
theatre companies negotiating theatrical engagements. Professional correspondence may include
contracts. Correspondence is foldered by correspondent, and is arranged in original order.
Photographs contain headshots, rehearsal shots, and production and publicity shots. There are also
candid photographs of Sullivan and various friends, including many of G. Matthew Jones. The original
order of the photographs has been maintained.
Personal files document Sullivan’s second career as an astrologer, with astrological charts, instructions,
writings, and notes. Sullivan created charts for himself, for friends, and for various celebrities. Personal
files also document Sullivan’s early life and education with editions of The Portsmouth Raven, the school
magazine of Portsmouth Priory School, which Sullivan edited; a Portsmouth Priory prayer book; a
syllabus and assignments for a class taught by Susan Greenhill and Martin La Platney; and Sullivan’s
1957 yearbook from Harvard University. The original order of the personal files has been maintained.
Sullivan’s personal diaries document his day to day activities, from 1965 to 1992, with appointments and
notes. They also elucidate Sullivan’s attitude to life and to acting through longer form diary entries in
ii
which he describes and analyzes interactions with friends and lovers; and discusses the development of
his career, through the process of auditioning, rehearsing, and performing a role. The diaries are closed
to researchers until 2020. Personal diaries are arranged in chronological order.
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Sullivan’s personal diaries document his day to day activities, from 1965 to 1992, with appointments and
notes. They also elucidate Sullivan’s attitude to life and to acting through longer form diary entries in
which he describes and analyzes interactions with friends and lovers; and discusses the development of
his career, through the process of auditioning, rehearsing, and performing a role. The diaries are closed
to researchers until 2020. Personal diaries are arranged in chronological order.
Published books include The Derwent Story: My First Fifty Years in the Theatre in England and America,
by Clarence Derwent, given to Sullivan on the occasion of his winning the Clarence Derwent Award;
Helen Hayes’ autobiography, A Gift of Joy, inscribed to Sullivan by Hayes herself; and a copy of The
Red and the Black annotated by Sullivan. Published books are arranged alphabetically by title.
There are also reel to reel tapes, videocassettes and audiocassettes, including a demo tape of Sullivan’s
and a videocassette featuring G. Matthew Jones. Audio/visual materials may be subject to preservation
evaluation and migration prior to access.

Arrangement
This collection is arranged in the following groups: scripts, correspondence, photographs, personal files,
diaries, and autographed books.
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